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Optical and x-ray evidence of the ‘‘de Vries’’ Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition in a non-layer-shrinkage
ferroelectric liquid crystal with very weak interlayer tilt correlation

Jan P. F. Lagerwall* and Frank Giesselmann†

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Clausthal University of Technology, D-38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany

Marc D. Radcliffe
3M Company, St. Paul, Minnesota 55144

~Received 10 March 2002; published 11 September 2002!

A non-layer-shrinkage fluorinated ferroelectric liquid crystal compound, 8422@2F3#, has been characterized
by means of optical, x-ray, and calorimetric methods. The orientational distribution within macroscopic vol-
umes, determined through wide-angle x-ray scattering and birefringence measurements, was found to be
identical in the Sm-A* and helical Sm-C* phases. Together with the absence of layer shrinkage, this consti-
tutes strong evidence that the second-order Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition in this material is well described by the
diffuse cone model of de Vries. The absolute values of the layer spacing show that the molecules aggregate to
antiparallel pairs. The molecular interaction across the layer boundaries will then occur only between fluorine
atoms, leading to unusually weak interlayer tilt direction correlation. This explains the experimental observa-
tions of a very easily disturbed Sm-C* helix and a peculiar surface-stabilized texture. Tilt angle and birefrin-
gence values as a function of field and temperature have been evaluated in the Sm-A* and Sm-C* phases and
the results corroborate the conclusions from the x-ray investigations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.031703 PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 64.70.Md, 61.30.Eb, 77.84.Nh
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I. INTRODUCTION

The molecular origin of the optical tilt observed in Sm-C
liquid crystals has been an issue of debate ever since
discovery in the early 1970s that a compound exhibit
Sm-A and Sm-C phases generally has a temperature dep
dent tilt angleQ @1#. In the last few years the question h
received renewed interest due to the recognition of its imp
tance in the manufacturing of high-quality electro-optic d
vices based on ferroelectric or antiferroelectric, i.e., ch
Sm-C* or Sm-Ca* , liquid crystals~FLCs, AFLCs!. The main
obstacle in the commercialization of such devices has tur
out to be the problems related to the shrinking of the sme
layers which occurs at the transition from the orthogo
~director parallel to the layer normal! Sm-A* phase to the
tilted Sm-C* ~or Sm-Ca* ) phase. As the layers are positio
ally anchored at the surfaces, they will then buckle in a ch
ron geometry which is the only one compatible with the n
combination of surface and bulk conditions@2#. Accompany-
ing the development of the chevron structure is the forma
of so-called ‘‘zig-zag’’ defects and a reduction in effectiv
optical tilt angle, effects which seriously degrade the qua
of any electro-optic device.

The exact connection between director tilting and la
thickness change is, however, still not fully understood, a
different materials show varying degree of shrinkage a
result of the tilting transition. In fact, a number of FLC m
terials displaying virtually constant smectic layer spacingd
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have been identified@3–5#, and these materials have ther
fore come to receive a substantial interest from industry
well as academia. An understanding of why such mater
do not show a shrinkage of the layers at the Sm-A* –Sm-C*
transition, and why others do, is not only a key issue for
development of FLC and AFLC electro-optic devices, bu
is also extremely interesting from a fundamental resea
point of view.

A number of models have been proposed to explain
non-layer-shrinkage~in this paper abbreviated NLS! A-C
transition, the three fundamental ideas of which are illu
trated in Fig. 1. For explaining the common observation o
Sm-A layer spacing which is smaller than the length of t
maximally elongated molecules, Dieleet al. @6# suggested
that the molecules exhibit a kinked conformation with th
cores orthogonal but the end chains tilted in this phase. B
tolino et al. @7# instead proposed the kinked conformation f
the Sm-C phase, now with end chains orthogonal and t
cores tilted, assuming that the molecules are elongated
orthogonal in the Sm-A phase. Such a scheme cannot expl
a constant layer spacing, but explains well the one wh
varies much less than would be expected from the magnit
of the optical tilt angle. Combining these two models, assu
ing fluctuating tilted end chains in both phases, but w
decreasing magnitude in Sm-C* , Buivydas et al. @8# con-
structed a constantd.

The next idea, Fig. 1~b!, regards the packing of the mo
ecules and the nature of the layer interfaces. If one allows
a relatively large degree of molecular interdigitation betwe
adjacent layers in the Sm-A phase, but not in the Sm-C
phase, a layer spacing not affected by the tilting of the m
ecules may result@9,10#. The last class of ideas, Fig. 1~c!,
was initially presented by de Vries@11–14# and Leadbetter
@15#. The basis is simply the recognition that the nonperf
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LAGERWALL, GIESSELMANN, AND RADCLIFFE PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031703 ~2002!
orientational order present in all liquid crystals will lead to
nonzero mean square molecular tilt. The most probable
entation of the molecular long axis will not be along t
layer normal, but on the surface of a cone centered aro
the layer normal, and de Vries therefore coined the te
‘‘diffuse cone model’’ for this description of smectic phase
The absence of a macroscopic optical tilt in Sm-A phase is
explained by a uniform distribution of the tilt directions. Th
transition to a tilted phase can, in this model, occur sim
through an ordering of tilt directions, a process which wou
not in itself produce any change ind.

In this paper we present detailed optical and x-ray m
surements on an NLS ferroelectric liquid crystal exhibiting
large electroclinic effect in the Sm-A* phase and analog
‘‘ V-shaped,’’ electro-optic response with very low saturat
field (1 V/mm) in the Sm-C* phase. We estimate the or
entational distribution function in the Sm-A* and helical
Sm-C* phases, and we thus show that this is probably
best example so far of materials exhibiting the de Vries d
fuse cone modelA* -C* transition. The de Vries model ha
received much attention lately~e.g., Refs.@3,4,16–18#!, but
it is sometimes described in a slightly different manner.
most modern reports, it is the Sm-A* phase which is re-
garded as being unusual in de Vries type materials. We w
however, show that such a stance can be rather mislea
and that it is the de Vries Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition which
should be regarded as truly unique in these compounds.

II. EXPERIMENT

The chemical constitution of the material, code nam
8422@2F3#, is given in Fig. 2. The phase sequence obtain

FIG. 1. The three different model schemes proposed for expl
ing smectic-A–smectic-C transitions without a decrease in lay
spacingd. For explanations, see text.
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by differential scanning calorimetry~DSC! and optical mi-
croscopy on planar-aligned samples is

crystal ↔
43.1 °C

Sm C* ↔
64.5 °C

Sm A* ↔
91.0 °C

isotropic.

For x-ray studies, the material was filled into Mark capilla
glass tubes of 0.7 mm diameter and for optical microsco
studies we used commercial planar-aligning cells~E.H.C.
Co. Ltd.! with a cell gap of 2 mm, or wedge-shaped cell
~0.5–13 mm cell gap! described in detail in a previous pap
@21#. The rubbed polyimide alignment layers in our cells h
no influence over the direction of the layer normal as
Sm-A* layers formed on cooling from the isotropic liquid
Nylon alignment layers have better effect, but were not av
able at the time of our experiments. In order to achieve r
sonably uniform director orientation, a rather unconventio
shearing technique was utilized. While cooling the sam
past theA* -C* transition with an ac field applied, the vibra
ing shaft of an electric toothbrush was pressed onto the o
cell surface, inducing a shear-flow through which a unifo
alignment could be obtained. For cell gaps below 3mm, the
result was good enough to allow electro-optic measurem
in a microscope, using a 203 objective lens, a 2.53 photo-
ocular lens, and a photodiode~FLC Electronics!. All optical
studies were carried out with the sample placed in an Ins
MK1 hot stage fitted to an Olympus BH-2 polarizing micr
scope. The actual sample temperature was monitored w
PT100 sensor inserted into the sample holder.

n-

FIG. 2. Chemical constitution of the non-layer-shrinkage FL
8422@2F3#. The lengthl of a single maximally extended molecule
as well as that of an aggregate consisting of two antiparallelly
ented molecules in this conformation, as suggested by Rieker
Janulis@19,20# for similar compounds, are also given.
3-2
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OPTICAL AND X-RAY EVIDENCE OF THE ‘‘de VRIES’’ . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 031703 ~2002!
For the x-ray measurements, a Cu-Ka radiation source
was used. Small-angle scattering data from unaligned~pow-
derlike! samples were obtained using a Kratky-compact ca
era ~A. Paar! and a one-dimensional electronic detector~M.
Braun!, giving a measure ofd with a resolution better than
0.1 Å in the range of interest. In order to measure the m
lecular orientational distribution, we also used an imag
plate system ~Fuji BAS SR! for recording the two-
dimensional scattering patterns from aligned samples. S
tering angles between 2u'2° and 2u'30° were covered.
The fluorinated tails of 8422@2F3# unfortunately make it a
poorly scattering compound in the wide-angle regime, a
the diffraction images are therefore not as intuitively desc
tive as for many other liquid crystals. Nevertheless,
evacuating the camera and prolonging the x-ray illuminati
images good enough for quantitative analysis were obtain
The sample was mounted on a brass block, the tempera
of which was regulated by a Eurotherm temperature cont
ler, and kept in a 1 T magnetic field for alignment.

High-resolution measurements of the tilt angleQ and bi-
refringenceDn were performed using a temperature sca
ning technique, described in detail by Saipa and Giesselm
@22#. In brief, the method is based on monitoring of t
sample temperature and optical transmission with close t
intervals and high resolution, while slowly heating or cooli
the sample throughout the mesophases at a constant rate
scan was repeated in four different measuring geomet
crossed and parallel polarizers, and, for each case, layer
mal ẑ parallel and at 45° angle to the polarizer directionp̂.
With these four data sets, the transmittances between cro
polarizers, when the sample is oriented withẑ parallel to
p̂, t1, or at 45° top̂, t2, can be calculated. As the optical ti
angleu is a function of the quotientt1 /t2, and the birefrin-
genceDn a function of the sumt11t2, these parameters ca
now be extracted. Since it was impossible to achieve a
fectly uniform and defect-free alignment, a slight light lea
age was measured even in the field-free Sm-A* phase when
the averageẑ was parallel to one of the polarizers. Th
transmission value, which theoretically should be zero, w
therefore subtracted from all measurements. This met
worked very well for tilt angles above;5° but foru'0 the
errors may have a larger effect, hence giving the values a
very onset of tilt some uncertainty. Data were collected in
relaxed state as well as during switching. In the latter cas
55.1 Hz square wave, supplied by a Hewlett-Packard 81
function generator connected to a Krohn-Hite 7500 amplifi
was applied to the sample. Textures were photographed u
a Nikon Coolpix digital camera replacing the photodiode
Perkin Elmer DSC 7 was used for calorimetric measu
ments, on cooling and on heating at 5 K/min.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Thermodynamics of the non-layer-shrinkage
Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition

Most of the early NLS materials showed an unusua
high transition enthalpy at the Sm-A–Sm-C transition~e.g.,
Refs.@14,23#! and this led many to believe that the transiti
03170
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in such smectics was always of first order. Such a conclus
would fit well with the conformational change model@Fig.
1~a!# which can hardly be imagined compatible with a co
tinuous phase transition. Later on, however, reports of m
rials with a second-orderA-C transition without layer shrink-
age appeared@3,4#. It is thus clear that one cannot make a
direct connections between the order of the phase trans
and the temperature dependence ofd.

In Fig. 3, the DSC thermogram obtained for 8422@2F3# is
shown. The very smalll-shaped singularity in the baseline
close to 64 °C, indicates a second-orderA* -C* transition,
which is confirmed by the optical measurements describe
Sec. III C. The compound should thus in the first instance
compared with other second-order transition NLS materi
Among these, the compound studied by Radcliffeet al. @4#,
denoted 8/422, is an achiral smectic with a molecular str
ture very similar to that of 8422@2F3#. It turned out that the
key element in producing the NLS properties of 8/422 is
fluoroether tail. The core structure could be modified witho
losing the desired properties. The compound is thus in
respect very different from the first-order transition NLS m
terials studied by Mochizukiet al. @23#, where the naphtha
lene component of the core structure is the essential build
block. The other known second-order NLS material, 9H
@3#, is a nonfluorinated FLC belonging to a homologous
ries where thed(T) behavior changes very much with en
chain length, thus again indicating a large importance of
end chain geometry for the non-layer-shrinkage propertie

B. X-ray measurements

1. The smectic layer spacing

The layer spacing as a function of temperature, de
mined by small-angle x-ray scattering~SAXS! from a non-
aligned sample, is given in Fig. 4. After a slight increase
cooling through the Sm-A* phase,d decreased marginally
after the transition to the Sm-C* phase. The decrease wa
very small: the minimum value, observed 15 K below t
transition, was only 0.3 Å less than the layer spacing m

FIG. 3. DSC thermogram on heating and on cooli
(5 K min21) of 8422@2F3#. The insets show magnifications of th
region in which the second-order Sm-C* –Sm-C* transition takes
place.
3-3
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LAGERWALL, GIESSELMANN, AND RADCLIFFE PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031703 ~2002!
sured at the Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition. On further cooling,d
again increased and at room temperature the value had
ally regained the value 38.7 Å observed at the onset of
tical tilt.

Comparing with Fig. 2, we note that the layer spacing
only marginally smaller than the lengthl of the fully ex-
tended molecule (l 2d,1 Å). The usual relationship is tha
the layer spacing, also in a Sm-A (A* ) phase, is consider
ably smaller thanl @13#. We will have reason to return to thi
important observation in the following discussion of the o
entational order.

2. The orientational distribution

An important aspect of de Vries’ work, which is toda
often forgotten, was the recognition that the degree of ori
tational order has a significant impact on the layer spacind
actually observed in a smectic liquid crystal. Let us consi
a smectic-A liquid crystal consisting of orientationally disor
dered rigid rods with lengthL. In this cased is given by the
average

d5L^cosb&, ~1!

whereb denotes the inclination angle between the rod a
the smectic layer normal. The degree of inclination is usua
measured by the~nematic! orientational order parameter,

S25
1

2
~3^cos2b&21!. ~2!

Expanding Eq.~1! and Eq.~2! up to second-order terms inb,

d'LS 12
^b2&

2
1••• D , ~3!

S2'12
3

2
^b2&1••• ~4!

and eliminatinĝ b2& we obtain

FIG. 4. Layer spacingd of 8422@2F3# as a function of tempera
ture T, as obtained from small-angle x-ray scattering~SAXS! mea-
surements on cooling through the Sm-A* phase. Note that the
variation within the Sm-C* phase is only 0.3 Å.
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~S212!, ~5!

which in the limit S2→1 describes howd depends on the
orientational order parameterS2. Equation~5! clearly shows
that d equals the rod lengthL in the case of perfect orienta
tional order,S251, only. In any case of orientational diso
der (S2,1) the smectic layer spacing is reduced in compa
son to L. Since typical values of the orientational ord
parameter in Sm-A liquid crystals are withinS250.7–0.8,
we have to expectd values that are 7–10 % lower thanL
and, in fact, this reduction is actually observed for mo
Sm-A materials.

According to Eq. ~4!, a Sm-A order parameter ofS2
50.8 corresponds to a root mean square inclination
A^b2&521° which clearly demonstrates that, even in a reg
lar Sm-A phase, the rodlike molecules are substantially
clined with respect to the layer normalẑ. But as the rods
incline randomly towards all possible directions, the avera
inclination is zero and the directorn̂ is found to be parallel to
ẑ.

At the transition to the Sm-C phase, the directions o
inclination, w, become ordered, giving rise to a nonzero
angleu between then̂ andẑ. As recognized by de Vries, thi
ordering in itself does not affect^cosb& and thus the smectic
layer spacingd remains constant if the transition is com
pletely described by this ordering process. In contrast to s
a ‘‘de Vries type’’ of transition, regularA–C transitions are
in addition connected to a further increase of average m
lecular inclination, reducinĝcosb& and, thereby, the smecti
layer spacingd. The de Vries type transition, which is prob
ably best regarded as a limiting case in a spectrum ofA–C
transition types, can thus easily be recognized by track
the evolution of the orientational distribution function~ODF!
f (b) while cooling from SmA to SmC. If this remains un-
affected by the transition, the average molecular inclinat
is constant and the transition must follow the de Vri
scenario.

We investigatedf (b) in the Sm-A* and Sm-C* phases of
8422@2F3# by wide-angle x-ray scattering~WAXS! experi-
ments on samples uniaxially aligned in a moderate magn
field (;1 T). Selected examples of the diffraction patter
are shown in Fig. 5. At small scattering angles, close to
beam stop, the diffraction pattern of the aligned Sm-A*
phase~left image, upper row in Fig. 5! shows sharp first- and
second-order~pseudo-! Bragg peaks along the meridian, i.e
along the direction of the aligning field~horizontal,qi in Fig.
5!. These peaks, which reflect the quasi-long-range p
tional smectic order, clearly show that the layers are w
aligned with their normals along the magnetic field.

At larger angles, corresponding to the periods of 4–5
typical of the transverse intermolecular spacing, a diffu
scattering originating from the liquidlike intralayer correl
tion is seen. Its intensity exhibits a directional modulati
reflecting the orientational order of the rodlike molecules
the scattering volume with respect to the magnetic field
rection. Since the direction of the smectic layer normaẑ
3-4
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FIG. 5. Upper row, x-ray diffraction patterns in the Sm-A* ~left! and Sm-C* ~right! phases of 8422@2F3#. The magnetic field is oriented
horizontally~meridional direction!. Since the scattering intensities in the small- and wide-angle regimes are very different, the layer s
peaks are reproduced with lower contrast in the insets. Lower row, the directional scattering profileI (x), as obtained by radial integratio
over the wide-angle regime in the diffraction patterns. The continuous curves are best fits of Eq.~8! to the experimental data obtained in th
Sm-A* phase.
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coincides with the field direction, the intensity profileI (x)
~cf. Fig. 5! directly probesf (b), the orientational distribu-
tion function of the rodlike molecules with respect to t
layer normalẑ.

As expected,I (x) measured in the Sm-A* phase exhib-
ited a maximum on the equator (q' , cf. Fig. 5!. Much more
surprising was the observation that the diffraction pattern
not change at all by cooling the sample into the Sm-C*
phase~right image, upper row in Fig. 5!. In sharp contrast to
what is usually observed at smecticA-C andA* -C* transi-
tions, neither a splitting of the layer reflection~indicating a
tilt of ẑ with the n̂ fixed in the magnetic field direction! nor
a broadening alongx of the diffuse wide-angle maximum
~indicating a tilt of n̂ with ẑ fixed in the magnetic field di-
rection! was observed. The absence of change gives c
evidence that the total orientational distribution of the m
ecules in the scattering volume is not affected by theA* -C*
transition. While this is very difficult to explain with a mode
where the molecules in the Sm-A* phase are oriented para
lel to the layer normal, such a scenario is actually just wha
03170
d
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to be expected at a de Vries type transition from Sm-A*
phase to helical Sm-C* phase. In Sm-A* phase we have
rodlike molecules tilted by a certain average angle^b&, all
possible tilt directionsw being equally probable. At a de
Vries transition to Sm-C* phase,̂ b& remains constant bu
the direction of tilt becomes ordered. As we have a ch
Sm-C* phase, the preferred direction of tilt spirals helica
along the direction of the smectic layer normal. During t
Sm-C* experiments, we observed a brightly colored sel
tive reflection from the sample, indicating the formation
the helical Sm-C* superstructure. The selective reflectio
from homeotropically aligned 8422@2F3# has been measure
at 404 nm wavelength, which roughly corresponds to a h
cal pitch of 270 nm~assuming an average index of refractio
of 1.486!. Integrated over a full pitch length, we therefo
observe, like in SmA* , all possible values ofw with the
same probability. As long asf (b) remains unchanged, an
the helical pitch is smaller than the dimensions of the sc
tering volume, the two configurations, SmA* and helical
SmC* , cannot be distinguished by the x-ray experiment a
thus produce identical diffraction patterns.
3-5
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LAGERWALL, GIESSELMANN, AND RADCLIFFE PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031703 ~2002!
We investigated the orientational distribution functio
f (b) by a numerical analysis of the scattering profileI (x)
obtained for the Sm-A* phase~left diagram, lower row in
Fig. 5!. In their classic paper@15#, Leadbetteret al. derived
the following relation betweenf (b) and I (x):

I ~x!5E
b5x

p/2 f ~b! sinb sec2x

Atan2b2tan2x
db. ~6!

This equation provides an easy means of calculating the
tensity profileI (x) resulting from a given orientational dis
tribution f (b), but in order to do the opposite, extractf (b)
from the experimentally determinedI (x), a difficult numeri-
cal inversion is needed. In 1995, Davidson, Petermann,
Levelut @24# presented a refined procedure that allowed
simpler and more direct evaluation off (b). Instead of ex-
panding the ODF in a series of Legendre polynomials,
coefficients of which correspond to the orientational ord
parametersS2 ,S4 , . . . , they proposed an expansion in term
of cos2n functions,

f ~b!5 (
n50

`

f 2n cos2nb. ~7!

They then showed that the resulting intensity profile deriv
from Eq. ~7! is also described by a series of cos2n functions
involving the samef 2n ,

I ~x!5 (
n50

`

f 2n

2n n!

~2n11!!!
cos2nx. ~8!

Hence, by fitting Eq.~8! to the experimental scattering pro
file I (x), with the f 2n being the parameters to fit,f (b) can
directly be calculated by inserting the fittedf 2n into the ex-
pansion in Eq.~7!.

The best fit of Eq.~8! to the Sm-A* data of 8422@2F3# is
shown as a solid line in Fig. 5. The curve is actually drawn
both lower diagrams in order to clearly illustrate how w

FIG. 6. The functionf (b) sinb as obtained by fitting Eq.~8! to
the experimental wide-angle scattering data,I (x). The average mo-
lecular inclination^b&, the average projection factor^cosb&, and
the orientational order parameterS25^P2(cosb)&, calculated from
f (b) sinb, are given in the inset.
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the orientational distribution function determined for th
Sm-A* phase describes also the Sm-C* data. In Fig. 6 we
have plotted, instead of the actualf (b) calculated according
to Eq. ~7! with the fitted f 2n , the more instructive orienta
tional probability distribution functionf (b)sinb, which di-
rectly gives the probability to find a rodlike molecule in
clined by an angle betweenb andb1db. As directly seen
from the maximum in the curve, the most probable inclin
tion angle of the molecules in the Sm-A* and Sm-C* phases
of 8422@2F3# is fairly high, about 25°.

With the distribution functionf (b) sinb in Fig. 6, we can
~numerically! calculate any average or expectation value^X&
of a certain propertyX related to the probability distribution
f (b) sinb,

^X&5

E
b50

p/2

X f~b! sinbdb

E
b50

p/2

f ~b! sinbdb

. ~9!

With X5b we obtain the average inclination angle^b&
531° for the rodlike molecules in the Sm-A* and Sm-C*
phases of 8422@2F3#. In comparison to the general estim
tions given at the beginning of this section, this value is qu
high and points towards a substantial orientational disor
in the smectic phases of this compound. To confirm this
servation, we also calculated the orientational order par
eter S2 by using Eq.~9! with X5(3 cos2b21)/2 and ob-
tainedS250.56, a value 20–30 % lower than the typicalS2
50.7–0.8 in ordinary Sm-A and Sm-A* phases.

With respect to the smectic layer spacingd and its depen-
dence on the orientational order, it is particularly interest
to calculate the projection factor^cosb& in Eq. ~ 1!. Using
Eq. ~9! with X5cosb, we obtained^cosb&50.83 for the
Sm-A* and Sm-C* phases of 8422@2F3#, showing thatd is
about 17% reduced with respect to the rigid-rod lengthL.
With d538.7 Å, taken from the SAXS experiments, we e
timatedL5d/^cosb&'47 Å. In the simplest case,L com-
pares to the length of the single extended mesogenic m
ecule in the smectic phase, but as this length in the pre
case is onlyl 539.4 Å ~cf. Fig. 2!, our L547 Å strongly
suggests that the smectic layers in this compound are ins
built up of aggregates of more than one molecule. Rieker
Janulis@19,20# have studied semifluorinated liquid crysta
which in many respects resemble 8422@2F3# and presented
experimental evidence that the molecules form aggreg
such that the fluorinated chain of one molecule pairs with
nonfluorinated one of its neighbor. Such an aggregate
for the case of 8422@2F3# have a length in the range 47
48 Å ~cf. Fig. 2!, the exact value depending on the details
the aggregate geometry, fitting very well with our expe
mentally determined value ofL. If and how this strong pair
correlation contributes to the absence of smectic la
shrinkage was not conclusively clarified. We will return
this point when we discuss the interlayer correlations in S
III D.

To conclude this section, let us summarize the three b
results following from the WAXS experiments.
3-6
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Compared to ordinary Sm-A and Sm-A* phases, the
Sm-A* phase of 8422@2F3# exhibits unusually low orienta
tional order. In the rigid-rod approximation, the molecul
are, on average, inclined by about 30° with respect to
smectic layer normal.

The orientational distribution found in the Sm-A* phase
remains basically unchanged during the transition to hel
Sm-C* phase. Since there is actually no further increase
the molecular inclination observed, the transition to Sm-C*
phase is of the de Vries type.

FIG. 7. Textures at 8.5mm cell gap during a cooling sequenc
from SmA* : ~a! SmA* , ~b! SmC* just below the phase transition
~c! Sm-C* . In the main images, the sample is aligned with resp
to the polarizers such that the vertical domain along the left im
border is black in the Sm-A* phase, i.e., in this domain the laye
are ~on the average! horizontal. In the inset of~c!, the sample has
been rotated to the new extinction orientation of this domain, 19
from the initial orientation.
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The structural unit that builds up the smectic laye
is probably an aggregate of two antiparallel 8422@2F3#
molecules.

C. The birefringence and optical tilt

An investigation of the sample texture as a function
temperature and cell gap gave clear evidence of sev
unique properties of the studied compound. In Fig. 7,
texture at 8.5mm cell gap during cooling from the Sm-A*
phase is shown. The Sm-A* texture, Fig. 7~a!, had a first-
order pink birefringence color. Directly after the phase tra
sition, Fig. 7~b!, a quasiperiodic modulation along the lay
normal appeared, revealing that the liquid crystal tried
adopt a helical structure. While the helix developed fai
well in some areas, others were clearly nonhelical, i.e.,
these areas the sample was surface-stabilized. On fu
cooling, the helix was expelled in more and more regio
leaving only a few domains with the optic axis alongẑ in the
texture at 50 °C~c!.

A most interesting observation was that the color of t
helical regions was very similar to that of the Sm-A* texture,
in contrast to the surface-stabilized regions which were fi
dark blue close to the transition, then turned cyan at low
temperatures. In other words, the birefringenceDn of the
helical Sm-C* state was approximately the same as

t
e

°

FIG. 8. Optical tilt angleu ~a! and birefringenceDn ~b!, as a
function of temperatureT, measured in a 2mm sample in the vir-
gin surface-stabilized state (0.0 V/mm) and for four different am-
plitudes of an electric field applied to the sample.
3-7
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Sm-A* while that of the uniform one was considerab
higher. This is quite different from what one expects to se
a Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition, in which case the spacial ave
aging of the optical properties, resulting from the helix fo
mation, radically decreasesDn in the helical state~see, e.g.,
Ref. @25#!. In the surface-stabilized state, one may expec
very small increase ofDn also in regular Sm-C* materials,
due to the transition from a uniaxial to a biaxial state, but
magnitude of this change is far too small to explain the
served color change, see, e.g., Refs.@26,27#. On the other
hand, the observed behavior fits very well with the de Vr
type Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition. As this is a transition from
random to ordered molecular tilt, an increased effectiveDn
must be expected as the optical tilt increases from zero
nonhelical Sm-C* samples. But if the helix develops, th
periodic modulation inw has the same averaging effect
the Sm-A* random tilt direction order~assuming a helica
pitch as in the present case, i.e.,p;0.5 mm), leading to
identical birefringence and optic axis direction as in th
phase.

Using the temperature scanning technique describe
Sec. II, these observations could be verified on a quantita
level, as visualized in Fig. 8 for a 2mm sample. The
second-order nature of the Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition is
clearly seen in both diagrams, displaying the temperature
field dependence ofDn and u, respectively. Neither in the
field-free measurement data nor in those taken while swi
ing the sample is there any sign of discontinuity in any of
observables. It is obvious that the voltage needed for c
plete switching is very low—even the 1 Vu curve comes
very close to the saturated value ofu below the phase tran
sition. At temperatures above the transition, the induced
angles are also quite high already at moderate voltages
lustrating the prominent electroclinic effect.

The birefringence measured in the fully switched sam
at 57 °C, i.e., in the Sm-C* phase close to saturation ofu, is
14% larger than that of the relaxed Sm-A* phase, corrobo-
rating the qualitative conclusions based on the 8.5mm
sample textures. The much lower Sm-C* value ofDn mea-

FIG. 9. BirefringenceDn as a function of tiltu, plotted for
several different values of the applied field. All curves essentia
fall on a universal functional line, a behavior which is expect
from a diffuse cone modelA* -C* material@16#.
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sured in the absence of field signifies that the virgin surfa
stabilized structure at low cell gap exhibits inhomogeneit
on a scale smaller than the optical resolution, resulting i
certain averaging of the ordinary and extraordinary refract
indices~we will return to the discussion of this state in th
following section!. Even so, it is still clearly larger than in
the Sm-A* phase. The pronounced minimum inDn observed
at the phase transition is probably connected to light sca
ing produced by the critical fluctuations at the second-or
phase transition@29#.

The birefringence is a function of the molecular polar
ability and the macroscopic orientational order. As the po
izability can be regarded as constant in the temperature
terval investigated, the difference inDn between Sm-A* and
the switched Sm-C* state must reflect the difference in or
entational order. UsingS250.56 obtained from the x-ray ex
periments in Sm-A* phase, the 14% increase inDn would
reflect an ordering toS250.63. This figure, which should

y

FIG. 10. The peculiar type of ferroelectric domains appearing
the surface-stabilized state of 8422@2F3#, observed for the Sm-C*
phase at 5mm cell gap in the polarizing microscope. The whi
crosses indicate the orientation of the polarizer cross.
3-8
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FIG. 11. Textures in the
aligned 2 mm EHC cell used for
the high-resolution measuremen
of optical tilt angle and birefrin-
gence. The upper row shows th
textures of the Sm-A* phase and
of the surface-stabilized Sm-C*
phase before any electric field ha
been applied, the lower row the
textures some 10 min of relax
ation after full switching in the
Sm-C* phase at 57 °C. At this
temperature the optical tilt angle
was measured to be 20°, henc
pictures with the smectic laye
normal parallel, 120° and
220° to the polarizer cross, ar
shown. As a guide for the eye, th
same characteristic defect ha
been encircled in all photos.
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only be regarded as a rough estimate since the uniaxial o
parameterS2 is not a valid order parameter for the biaxi
Sm-C* phase in the switched state, indicates that even w
an electric field strong enough to saturate the electro-o
response is applied, the orientational order is unusually
in 8422@2F3#. The disorder is of course also reflected in t
corresponding value of the optical tilt,u521°, which is sub-
stantially lower than the average molecular inclination an
^b&531°, as determined by the WAXS experiments.

A final evidence that theA* -C* transition of 8422@2F3#
follows the scheme proposed by de Vries is given in Fig
whereDn is plotted as a function ofu. Selingeret al. @16#
have developed a theoretical model for the optical proper
of a diffuse cone model Sm-A* phase. One of the prediction
of this model is that changes inDn observed within the
Sm-A* or Sm-C* phases of the de Vries type, are a functi
of the optical tilt angle only. This behavior is indeed seen
Fig. 9, where different data sets, corresponding to differ
values of the applied electric field, fall on the same curve
agreement with the model.

D. The strength of the interlayer tilt direction correlation

The many peculiar characteristics of the Sm-C* textures
formed by 8422@2F3# actually constitute unusually clear ev
dence of an extremely weak interlayer tilt direction corre
tion in this compound. The occurrence of surface stabili
tion at cell gaps as large as 8mm would seem to indicate
that the helical pitch of the compound is very long. In fa
even at the thickest part of the wedge cell, at 13mm cell
gap, the helix did not form unobstructed. However, as m
tioned in Sec. III B 2, we could during the x-ray experimen
repeatedly see selective reflection from the sample in
capillary tube, an observation which suggests a pitch in
03170
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range of;0.5 mm. Generally, such short-pitch FLC mate
rials develop a uniform helical structure at these cell ga
But if the correlation inw across the layer boundaries is ve
weak, the energy cost of adopting the in-layer twist med
ing a helical bulk with an unwound surface structure may
larger than the cost of breaking the chiral interactions p
ducing the helix, thus rendering the surface-stabilized F
~SSFLC! state favorable at much larger cell gaps than u
ally expected.

An even more striking evidence is found in studying t
shapes of the domains in the SSFLC state, cf. Fig. 10
contrast to the usual SSFLC domain types, which have
proximately equal size along and across the layers, man
the domains in 8422@2F3# have a very small area with a
in-layer extension considerably larger than that across
layers. This gives rise to a very large amount of bounda
between domains, which at first seems surprising, as bou
aries always cost energy. However, almost all boundaries
along the layers and will therefore, in the case of weak
terlayerw correlation, cost much less energy than the bou
aries occurring within layers. Hence, the equilibrium area
the domains is in 8422@2F3# much smaller than in usual FLC
materials, and the domain structure has a striking laye
character.

The reason for the weak interlayer correlation inw may
well be found in the two-molecule aggregate making up
building-block of the layers, cf. Sec. III B 2. As seen in Fi
2, both ends of the aggregate end with fluorine atoms. T
means that the contact between molecules in adjacent la
is mediated via fluorine-fluorine interactions only, while
most liquid crystals these interactions are mediated via
drogen atoms. This probably leads to weaker induction
dispersion forces interacting between two adjacent sme
3-9
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layers and may thus explain the unusually weak interla
correlations observed in 8422@2F3#.

The texture which was the most difficult to understa
was that of the virgin surface-stabilized state which seem
depend very much on the alignment conditions. In so
cases twisted states were clearly observed but in the sam
discussed here a good extinction and an optic axis incli
with respect to the layer normal was found. Examples of
aligned textures of the 2mm cell used for theDn and u
measurements are given in Fig. 11, where the upper
shows the virgin textures and the lower row the relaxed t
tures after switching with an electric field. At this cell ga
the Sm-C* helix was completely expelled, but the doma
texture which spontaneously developed below theA* -C*
transition temperature was a very unusual one. Rather
the typical SSFLC texture with large up and down doma
@28#, a ‘‘rippled’’ texture, suggesting irregularities on a ve
small scale, formed. Comparing the Sm-A* and Sm-C* tex-
tures in the upper row of Fig. 11, it is clear that, in gener
the extinction directions only shifted marginally on coolin
past the phase transition. The field-free measurements oDn
andu, shown in Fig. 8, also showed that the effective op
axis only exhibited a small tilt with respect to the layer no
mal and that the birefringence was much lower than in
uniform switched state.

We believe that the origin of these peculiar properties
surface-stabilized Sm-C* state with extremely low correla
tion length along the layer normal. When the Sm-C* phase
forms in the 2 mm sample, the surface action—which com
pared to the weak interlayer interactions must be regarde
a very strong external force in cells this thin—complete
prevents the formation of the helix. Instead, SSFLC doma
are immediately formed directly from a Sm-A* phase where
the molecules are tilted with the same angle as in the SmC*
phase but with all values ofw equally probable. As interlaye
correlations are very weak, every single layer will, in pri
ciple, independently of its neighbors, choose the SSFLC
main type,1u or 2u, which is closest to the tilt direction
prevailing in the Sm-A* phase just before the transition. Th
result will be a virgin SSFLC state exhibiting spatial vari
tions in optical tilt direction on a scale smaller than, or at t
limit of, visible light, not too different from the case of a
anticlinic Sm-Ca ~or Sm-Ca* ) liquid crystal. As the domains
are still larger than the regions of uniform orientation in t
Sm-A* phase, a slight increase in birefringence and a sm
effective tilt angle will be observed.

This state was only seen in the virgin Sm-C* state at low
cell gaps. After the sample had been switched to a unifo
alignment, a process which requires a very low voltage
relaxed to the SSFLC texture shown in the lower row of F
11. The relaxation was extremely slow, which is not surp
ing as the interlayer interactions are so weak, but after so
10 min a fairly normal SSFLC texture, where macrosco
up and down domains could easily be distinguished, de
oped. Also in this texture, however, the tendency to fo
domain boundaries along, rather than across, the laye
obvious, and many areas have a characteristic str
character.
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E. The mechanism behind the SmA* tilt direction
randomization

An important question arising when discussing the
Vries typeA-C transition is how the randomization inw in
the Sm-A(A* ) phase is actually produced. Initially, de Vrie
suggested that the underlying mechanism was a decoup
of the interlayer correlations inw @14#. This model~in the
following referred to as the noncorrelation model! is actually
today sometimes@18,30# the one connected to de Vries, d
spite the fact that in all his later papers he had abando
this explanation and instead based his reasoning on the m
less artificial diffuse cone model. Here, the Sm-A phase does
not exhibit a stationary tilt which must be spatially averag
through a random stacking of uniform layers, but the tilt
simply a result of the nematic order fluctuations.

Within the noncorrelation model, it is difficult to explai
the properties of the electroclinic effect, not known at t
time when the model was first proposed by de Vries, in
chiral de Vries type Sm-A* liquid crystal. Yet, observation o
such a phase, denoted ‘‘Sm-CR’’ ( R, random! has been
claimed@18#. If each layer is uniformly tilted, and the ran
domization is strictly related to low correlation across t
layer boundaries, each layer must exhibit virtually the sa
local spontaneous polarizationPs as in the Sm-C* phase. By
applying only a weak electric field~without interlayer corre-
lations there is no obvious strong restoring force, in contr
to helical SmC* , where the helix has to be unwound, or th
antiferroelectric SmCa* , where the antiferroelectric state ha
to be broken! the tilt directions therefore ought to be org
nized on a macroscopic scale. The necessary field stren
and the resulting optical effect, should be in principle ind
pendent of the temperature in the Sm-A* phase. But this is in
complete conflict with the strong temperature depende
always observed for the electroclinic effect.

We thus conclude that the main mechanism behind the
Vries typeA-C transition cannot be a change in strength
interlayer tilt direction correlation, but rather a biasing of t
nematic order fluctuations. An important consequence of
result is that we have a distribution not only in tilt direction
w, but also in tilt magnitudes,b. In all models developed
@16# or used@17,18# recently for explaining the macroscop
properties of chiral de Vries type NLS compounds, the ra
domization is supposed to occur only through fluctuations
w, while b has a more or less fixed value throughout t
Sm-A* and Sm-C* phases. This oversimplification may b
the reason for the inability of the models to quantitative
describe the optical properties of the investigated co
pounds.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The non-layer-shrinkage ferroelectric liquid cryst
8422@2F3# was found to exhibit a second-order ‘‘diffuse con
model’’ Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition. The nematic orienta
tional order parameter exhibited the same, rather low, va
S250.56 in SmA* and helical Sm-C* , corresponding to an
average molecular tilt anglêb&531° in both phases. The
layer spacing predicted at such low orientational order co
3-10
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pares to the measured values only if a pairwise aggrega
of the liquid crystal molecules is assumed. Such aggrega
restricts the interlayer molecular interactions to fluorin
fluorine contacts resulting in weak interlayer orientation
correlation which was observed experimentally by a v
easily disturbed Sm-C* helix and a peculiar SSFLC textur
with domain boundaries running preferentially along t
smectic layer interfaces. In the Sm-C* phase, the azimutha
fluctuations ar biased, leading to a macroscopically obs
able tilt angle saturating slightly aboveu520° at low tem-
peratures. The azimuthal biasing also leads to an increa
et
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effective birefringence on cooling from SmA* to SmC*
which was found to be close to 15%.
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